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How to Read Things
That Weren’t Written Down in Early

America

Most communications are not written down. This is as true now, in
a supposedly information-saturated age, as it was in early colonial
America. The point stands even if we understand the Western notion of
“writing,” with a generously broad interpretation, as including all forms of
inscribed human communication. Some of what was transmitted among
people of the past, consequently, we have to leave to the void or to the
imagination – the uncountable facial expressions; the furtive gestures; a thou-
sand accents; the qualities of colors; the taste of a 1628 Madeira; the
movements of an Inca khipucamayoc at work. For others, we have well-
elaborated historical frameworks andmethods of recovery. In the fields of art
history and architecture, historical performance in music and dance, theater
history, material culture studies, and ethnobotany, for example, ways to read
much of the uninscribed have been maintained and extended. There are also
other domains in which the unwritten of the past has been vectored into the
present, including Indigenous communities across the Americas, the church,
women’s communities, annual festivals fromNewOrleans to Rio de Janeiro,
and scholarly institutions, with their many rituals and forms.1

This chapter focuses more on the “how” than the “things” of its title. The
past few decades have seen the emergence of both newways of “reading” and
an interrogation of the act of “reading” itself. The former has drawn on
everything from new technologies to archaeological discoveries and interdis-
ciplinary collaborations. The latter has offered a mixed message. On one
hand, skepticism about the centrality of thewritten text to the humanities has
widened the definition of “reading” such that movies, pottery, landscape,
computer interfaces, clothing styles, and more are things to be “read.”At the
same time, strict definitions of what exactly we mean by “writing” have
eroded, as alphabetic forms of writing take their place in scholarly analysis
across a whole range of inscriptive practices, including bookbinding, scrap-
book-making, sewing, graffiti, and more. On the other hand, the degree to
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which authoritative, academy-based “reading” tends to serve the interests of
the university (or of what some call the “settler community”) far more than
the interests of the colonized communities whose media are being “read” has
resulted in calls for new approaches to, even new purposes for, reading itself.
Those new approaches sometimes involve restricting who can “read” some
colonial-era Indigenous media, privileging access by traditional knowledge
communities over open access. It can also mean collaborative forms of
curation of non-textual objects and practices. In certain cases, it can even
mean thinking beyond human communication itself, a demand that we listen
to what larger forces are telling us.2

Yet because there is no “how” to read without “things,” I will focus these
methodological and ethical discussions in three media domains: Indigenous
media of the colonial era; human relations to and movement in landscape;
and the environment as an agent of change. To support a movement into this
kind of historical analysis, I suggest a shift from “writing” or “text” as the
focus of attention and, following the media theorist John Durham Peters,
center on acts of communication instead. In the case of the first two areas of
inquiry, Indigenous media and the landscape, the acts of communication
largely involve humans trying to communicate with each other. In the second
domain, which involves the question of what the environment might be
“saying” either to or through humans, the traditional sense of human
agency’s centrality to communication is less important. It may be that here
the concept of “communication” will fail to express the forms of relation in
question and somethingmore cosmological, such as spirit, is entailed. Still, as
Benjamin Franklin might say, a speckled ax can still cut wood.

It is true that, in many cases in the study of the past, reading texts that were
written down is the starting point for understanding things that weren’t. Yet
if we think about media in a way that is concomitantly broad with the
understanding of communication as the pivotal goal of a message, we can
entertain properties of “media” that might help us better appreciate the
functioning of colonialism and its historiography. Consider two recent
redefinitions of the notion of the medium, by Jussi Parikka and John
Durham Peters. In explaining why it is productive to think of insects and
animals as “media,” Parikka writes:

Media are a contraction of forces of the world into specific resonating
milieus . . . An animal has to find a common tune with its environment, and
a technology has to work through rhythmic relations with other force fields
such as politics and economics . . . In other words, there is a whole cosmology of
media technologies that spans much more of time than the human historical
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approach suggests. In this sense, insects and animals provide an interesting case
of how to widen the possibilities to think media and technological culture.3

Here a medium is a relatively coherent field (or “milieu”) defined by its
internal affordances and external relations. It is not just that we are asked
to think about what an insect might consider to be a medium. We are also
asked to understand the degree to which entities we have considered animate
in one way might in fact be animate in other ways as well, or the degree to
which the distinction between animate and inanimate limits the agility of our
imaginative perception.
Peters extends this suggestion, with different philosophical grounds, to the

classical mediums of air, water, fire, and earth. “What if we took not two
human beings trying to share thoughts as our model of communication,”
Peters asks, “but a population evolving in intelligent interaction with its
environment?” In Peters’s vision, the conception of communication as
message-sending must be wrenched away – even Marshall McLuhan’s
famous formulation of the medium as the message needs to be unleashed
into the messageless yet meaningful world of natural forces and the evolu-
tion of their forms.4 In short, when we think about communication just in
terms of messages being encoded and then decoded, we make twomistakes.
First, we miss much of the point of communicating for senders and what is
actually being understood by receivers; and second, by insisting that only
humans can be senders and receivers, we make it hard to tell sometimes
where meaningful communication is happening at all. In an era in which
the sustainability of earthly life appears to hinge on vast communication
systems and their seemingly uncontrollable deployment by human commu-
nities, using media as an organizing feature of literary or historical study is
before all else a claim for scholarly relevance. Yet, as such, the field tends to
want to hold “history” and “literature” in place as things, evolving to be
sure but structurally formal givens. Looking at media as meaning-bearing
but not message-bearing, however, calls the very means by which one tells
a story – history as a medium – into question.

How Do You “Read” a Hole in the Ground in Early America?

It depends on who made it, perhaps. If it was made by Europeans trying to
trap wolves, you might understand it one way: a means to preserve cattle,
fundamental to the English way of life; an expression of the Christian
conviction that animals were created to serve man; a message to
Indigenous people about the way English settlers understood the control of
space. If it was made by Wampanoag people alongside an important land
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route, other kinds of reading are required, because Wampanoags were
known to use holes in the ground to record human events.

The Pilgrim negotiator EdwardWinslow, one of themore sympathetic and
attentive English observers of Indigenous ways, published a description of
such holes and how to “read” them:

Instead of Records andChronicles, they take this course, where any remarkable
act is done, in memory of it, either in the place, or by some path-way near
adjoining, they make a round hole in the ground about a foot deep, and as
much over, which when others passing by behold, they enquire the cause and
occasion of the same, which being once known, they are careful to acquaint all
men, as occasion serveth therewith. And lest such holes should be filled, or
grown up by any accident, as men pass by they will oft renew the same: By
which means many things of great Antiquity are fresh in memory. So that as
a man travelleth, if he can understand his guide, his journey will be the less
tedious, by reason of the many historical Discourses will be related unto him.5

Rather than claim a relation – inferior, universal, or otherwise – to Western
practices, Winslow’s description breaks down the archiving of “historical
discourses” into components: a material inscription, a method of transmis-
sion, a conservation strategy. Memory and social practice are regarded as
key, just as in the interpretation of any kind of inscription, since the holes
cannot interpret themselves.

The choice of location, “in the place” or nearby, is also significant, as the
interaction with archival information proceeds within the richly informative
space of the event recorded. Information access is mostly, but not completely,
open: a passerby can request the information, which triggers a “careful”
reproduction of the information from the archive, but with the minor,
significant qualification that the telling is “as occasion serveth therewith”
and only if you can understand your guide. The final protocol, of rounding
out the hole after telling the story to keep it distinctive, blends pragmatism,
a lesson about the decay that nature brings on all attempts at remembering,
and a symbolic representation of the social nature of information – of the
participatory potential of memorial institutions. Almost everyone is
a historian here; in the logic of this preservation system, to hear or to tell
the “many historical discourses” of the Algonquian forests is to take some
responsibility for perpetuating them.

How to read a hole may also depend on how it was made. One of the
earliest means by which the Pilgrims survived in the northeastern winter in
which they landed was to dig up Native grain storage holes. These holes first
made for the sacred purpose of preserving one group of kin were dug out
again, in theft, to preserve another. The English also dug up a burial site:
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a hole made with the sacred purpose of honoring the dead, excavated and
subjected to another kind of theft:

[W]e found, first, a mat, and under that was a fair bow, and there another mat,
and under that a board about three quarters long, finely carved and painted,
with three tines, or broaches, on the top, like a crown. Also between the mats
we found bowls, trays, dishes, and such like trinkets . . .We brought sundry of
the prettiest things away with us, and covered the corpse up again.6

The Indigenousmessages to the invisible world encoded hereweremisread or
ignored, trinkets and crowns drawn from the colonial European vocabulary
for dealing with non-Christian nations. “The planks the Algonquians left
uncovered at grave sites were grave markers or grave houses and were put
there so that spirits could orient themselves to their altered state of being,”
Betty Booth Donohue points out; “Fledgling spirits could see the planks,
recognize their ‘new homes,’ and have a reference point for their travels.”
Each of the objects and images in the burial site – the bowls, the red ocher, the
knife, the “old iron things” – was rich with meaning and with messages not
intended only for human audiences.
One could list the formal factors that usually matter in a reading of non-

textual communications in the early colonial era. These would be relevant
when one is trying to understand the meaning made in any cultural contexts,
from the exchange of wampum to English settler uses of magic such as
burying poppets in house walls and to Amerindian symbolic patterns appear-
ing across textiles, ceramics, and counting systems. With respect to the
circumstances of the communication, there are at least these things to con-
sider: the time of year; the geographic location; the state of colonial relations;
intentions of a ritual occasion; the clan, family, rank, gender, and age of the
meaning creator or creators; and the clan, family, rank, gender, and age of
they for whom the utterance, act, or object is designed to havemeaning.With
respect to the communication itself: the symbolic designs, spatial placement
or orientation, choice or source of materials or language, use of repetition or
pattern, melody, decibel level, color, smell, texture, heft, dimensions, and
fabrication process. There are more, and each of the first group of factors can
profoundly qualify the meanings of choices from the second group.
“Symbols are integral to corresponding rituals,” the Mohegan tribal histor-
ian Melissa Jayne Fawcett writes.7 The Englishmen who dug up that burial
site in 1620 found two bodies – one a man, the other probably his male child,
buried with white wampum strings and a tiny bow – but if they noticed it,
they did not record which direction the bodies were facing. Was it to the
southwest, where after their spirit journey they would be welcomed at
Cautantowwit’s house, embraced by both the ancient people and those,
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like them, recently passed as a result of the plagues that preceded the
Pilgrims’ arrival?8

Scholarship in Mesoamerican and Andean contexts has similarly pointed
to the need to understand Indigenous American signifying practices as func-
tioning across media – cosmological patterns can be found on pottery,
clothing, and accounting devices; vocabulary terms referring to inscription
practices appear in both spiritual and governmental contexts. The practices
associated with the creation of media in these cases seem to define them, in
tune with McLuhan’s claim that each medium has a sort of “grammar, an
underlying language-like set of protocols.” “Semiotic functions” in
Indigenous systems, writes Galen Brokaw, “are distributed across
a number of different media, most, if not all, of which also employ to one
degree or another multiple types of semiotic conventions.”9 In many cases,
this approach helps us understand European non-written forms as well.

This scholarship powerfully demonstrates another important “how” les-
son from the study of non-textual forms in the colonial past: that these forms
have not been replaced, or in many cases even eroded, by the spread of
alphabetic literacy, writing, and print. The “cord keepers” of Peru’s
Huarochirí region, still using khipus as part of civic rituals today, the
Krewes of Mardi Gras, and the Indigenous people of New England maintain
not just the memory of the use of non-textual forms but versions of those
forms themselves, often because they are crucial to making sovereignty
claims – these forms simultaneously recall the past and make history in the
present. Indeed, as our media world increasingly elaborates non-textual
forms with the spread of smartphones and other modes of portable comput-
ing, the meaning-making fabric of aural, visual, architectural, and motion-
based communication forms is returning to analytical centrality even for the
bookish. So, to read things not written down in the past often means finding
their genealogical ties to the unstable media of the present.

This is true of the genealogy of studying Indigenous media as well. As the
acts of recording the two 1620s vignettes suggest, the study of American
Native media forms has a history as long as colonization itself. Lately, it has
grown and deepened, and its practitioners have refocused colonial studies
around questions of Native sovereignty, politics, and kinship. Yet this was
not always the case. “The aural and written evidence that colonizers, and
more distant scholars benefiting from empire, found in language,” Sean
Harvey reminds us, “also impelled attempts to define how Native people
thought, almost always in a way that highlighted ostensible differences
between Native and Euro-American psychologies.” Theorizations based on
Native American oral and visual cultures played key roles, Harvey shows, in
the development of Western philosophies of language; and as Brian
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Hochman demonstrates, the very innovations in recording media that
brought us modern audiovisual technologies were forged in part through
the effort to “preserve” evidence of the supposedly “vanishing Indian.”10 In
this way, the study of Native American non-written communication has been
a pivotal site for generating damaging judgments to rationalize Indigenous
removal and forced assimilation. Every mode, channel, or medium of com-
munication is itself a factor in history, and the same is true for every act of
studying them or writing about them. Every book or article about media
under colonialism has at least two kinds of meanings: one about its subject
matter that is historical and one about cultural politics in the present. The
first step in how to read things not written down, then, is to question your
motivation for doing so.

How Do You Read a Mountain Range or a Tree?

The fertile river valley of the Connecticut, with its surrounding mountain
ranges, profoundly shapes the meanings of Indigenous communication in the
region. The landscape is storied, each conjunction of streams and each
mountain peak tied to a history both human and other-than-human. Yet it
is also the natural phases created by the shape of the land andwater here, and
the temperature changes of the air, that matter in reading the exchanges
between Natives and settlers that have happened in this area for centuries
since the start of colonization. The annual arrival of fish and birds prompted
Native movements in this space and spawned stories about those fish and
birds. For Mohegans, shad-fishing season had arrived when the dogwood
trees began to blossom, and corn-planting time just after they began to leaf
out.11 Hunting successfully in the corrugated landscape of the region, so
dependent on temperature, color, smell, and sound, required knowledge that
was shared by many means.
An ethics of mutual dependence was developed among the human cultures

in this area long before the arrival of Europeans, and it determined the course
of settler politics and cultural creolization. As Lisa Brooks explains, the
Native concept of the “common pot,” or the combination of plant and
animal life, earthly shelter, and social networks that sustain life, appears in
a range of colonial interactions and increasingly as struggles over the control
of land burgeoned. That conception is profoundly tied to the land itself:

In the Abenaki language, the word for “dish” iswlôgan. This word has a direct
linguistic relationship to the word for the river intervales where Abenaki
families flourished: wôlhanak. These “hollowed-out” places were not empty
spaces to be filled but deeply situated social and ecological environments. There
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is a certain poetic resonance between these words and the phrase that invokes
“thanks to all our relations,” wlidôgawôgan. In the coincidental formation of
letters, “all our relations” can be contained within the “dish.” The land, aki, is
a self-sustaining vessel, but it requires participation from all its interwoven
inhabitants.12

The shape of the landscape, the shape of the medium of sustenance, and the
shape of human relations are all related by the metaphor of the common pot,
in a way that makes the landscape a reminder of the forms of human
commitment required to live within it.

Settlers relied upon similar reminders from the land. The case of
Pennsylvania’s “Treaty Elm” is instructive. Believed to be the site of
a historic seventeenth-century agreement between the Lenape people and
William Penn that established a long-standing peace, the tree became
a touchstone for both Natives and settlers, an emblem of a treaty that
represented “the best of the colonial past at a time of increasing estrangement
from that past,” in Andrew Newman’s words, “a tradition to be cherished,
even as cultural and demographic changes threatened to rupture the chain of
memory.”13 The tree – together with the objects made from it after its
destruction in a storm and other elms planted to commemorate it – provoked
paeans like this one:

Long may it be preserved as a memento of the past, and long may the trees, so
planted, endure to link one generation with another, – to stand like living
monuments speaking forth their solemn and soothing lessons, as from fathers
to sons and the sons of sons.14

This appreciation of the cultural power of trees comes not from a Native
leader but from John Watson, a popular historian of colonial Pennsylvania.
As Newman observes, the Treaty Elm, like Plymouth Rock, could in part
function as an imagined permanent emblem of the virtues of colonization
precisely because of the absence of written records respecting them. As
a consequence, the hagiography of the Treaty Elm produced a paradoxical
situation. “In the absence of ‘positive proof,’ at least so long as the conclu-
sions they supported were desirable, the Native Americans’ traditions were
more authoritative than those of the Euro-Americans,” Newman observes,
because “they had not alienated their capacity for memory by coming to
depend on writing.”15 Whether one regards the Treaty Elm as a self-serving
settler colonial civic myth or a more complex mediating agent between the
colonizer and the colonized, it functions as a transmissive element of the
land – even in its material absence.

Landscape is a terrain and thus a medium of human and human–divine
communication. It is also, these examples show, a site of political and
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spiritual contest. “Native peoples’ connection to land,” Maureen Konkle
writes, “is not just cultural” but “political – about governments, boundaries,
authority over people and territory.”16 Fundamental to how Brooks reads
contests over authority in early America is an attentiveness to Indigenous
linguistic concepts and their link to landscape. Equally crucial is the use of
settler records about property, together with treaties, deeds, and court cases
related to the land. Yet the work of Brooks, Newman, and other scholars in
this area points to amore basic decoding tactic: talking with cultural heritage
keepers in whatever community it is you are studying – whether it is an
Indigenous tribe or a religious group or a settler family. The means of
interpreting non-written media of the past, and in particular, relations with
the land, are often maintained in oral tradition and are generated and
sustained socially. Interpretation is itself part of the “common pot”; mean-
ings, like other forms of sustenance, call for careful curation and exchange.
N. Scott Momaday’s novel House Made of Dawn both evidences the

persistence of this interweaving of messaging with landscape and acts as
a transmitter of its hermeneutics from an Indigenous past that precedes the
settler. The novel’s protagonist Abel, on a path to spiritual and physical
healing, joins the ancient foot race of the dead at Walatowa, triggered by the
sunrise over a particular spot in themountain range. His grandfather has told
him, of this earthly “house of the sun,” that “Theymust know it as they knew
the shape of their hands, always and by heart . . . They must know the long
journey of the sun on the blackmesa, how it rode in the seasons and the years,
and they must live according to the sun appearing, for only then could they
reckonwhere theywere, where all things were, in time” –when to plant corn,
when to harvest, when to celebrate each part of the community.

And then the deep hanging rim ran with fire and the sudden cold flare of the
dawn struck upon the arc, and the runners sprang away . . . . He could see the
canyon and the mountains and the sky. He could see the rain and the river and
the fields beyond. He could see the dark hills at dawn. He was running, and
under his breath he began to sing. There was no sound, and he had no voice; he
had only the words of a song. And he went running on the rise of the song.
House made of pollen, house made of dawn. Qtsedaba.17

Reading beyond Human Agency

Momaday’s novel bears witness not just to histories of cultural and psychic
dispossession and the media used to survive them but to the rise of economic
inequalities and industrial-social malaise that have been the outcome of the
development for which that dispossession was designed. That global
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economic disparity, paired with an increasing awareness of the disastrous
ecological situation human activity has created in the fossil fuel era, has
spurred a widespread interest among scholars in other-than-human forms
of agency.What are the planet, the atmosphere, the seas, the insects (builders
of that house of pollen), even the planets, trying to tell us about the place of
the human in the cosmos? What ethics, what forms of care, what ways of
telling stories, do these forces, so paradoxically vast yet fragile, communicate
to us in their transformations? Since the surge of environmentalism in the
1960s and 1970s, Indigenous intellectuals have been politely reminding
scholars of the ancient cognition respecting these matters in Native commu-
nities across America and the world. However, philosophizing about the
forms of nonhuman agency and the interdependence of the humanwith them
has a long history in non-American cultures, and not just in the East:
Lucretius’ primordia, Hippocrates’ airs, waters, and places, and Balaam’s
ass seeing the angel all helped make possible something likeMichael Pollan’s
vision of a plant-governed Earth in The Botany of Desire.18

The study of colonial America has a strong tradition of such approaches,
because almost everything in the early colonial environment spoke in some
way to America’s Natives and its newcomers. Indigenous conceptions of the
common pot and European notions of divine messaging through wonders
induced a sensitivity that overrode media-specific communicative forms and
demoted human power in different but equally complex ways. Still, in most
cases, historiographical ways of “reading” environmental communication
have been oriented toward telling a story about how change in the human
world came about. Settler colonists across the Americas reworked the land-
scape, reducing old-growth forests, digging mines, redirecting rivers, over-
hunting and overfishing, and draining swamps. These activities altered the
potential economies of vast areas and undermined Indigenous lifeways with
devastating consequences. Animal husbandry on a vast scale – and in many
cases in North America, the leveraging of roaming animals’ destruction of
Native plantings – changed disease and nutrition cultures, altered traditional
land occupancy patterns, and has, over the long term, altered the very
chemistry of the atmosphere.19 The regime of American slavery involved
a sociocultural and legal dehumanization of people of African and
Indigenous American origins whose effects wrought epochal changes in
Europe and Africa and transformed human societies across the Western
hemisphere. Climate was imagined by Europeans to be so integral to
human cultures that, for centuries, the question of whether the settlement
of America would be a boon or a disaster for European bodies was
debated – and with the entrenchment of a fossil fuel economy that debate
continues under a broader and more ominous dispensation. Gillen D’Arcy
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Wood darkly reminds us, in his study of the 1815 explosion of the Indonesian
volcanoMount Tambora, of the devastating global effects of a sharp climate
transformation that lasted a mere few years: widespread starvation; the
acceleration of the Chinese opium trade; a decade of depression following
the collapse of the US economy in the Panic of 1819.20

Other scholars “reading” colonial environments have taken a different
approach, telling their stories from the perspectives of, for example, animals
from otters to wolves.21 Generically a mix of the object (or animal)-narrating
it-narratives of the eighteenth century and new narratological approaches to
anthropology, such accounts mix an experience of speculative-empathic
wrenching away from the human lens with, inevitably, a reflection on the
state of human perceptiveness and values. Just as intriguing are approaches to
reading the nonhuman that consider the generative potential of setting aside
human subjectivity, that great product or marker of modernity, for many
scholars, and the nominal engine of the liberal economic era. In
a provocative reconceptualization of non-European colonial subjects as
what she calls “parahuman,” Monique Allewaert claims that the conditions
of colonization might be understood as having radically re-constituted the
bodies and minds of both colonizers and those they oppressed. Africans had
no choice but to “become deeply familiar with the properties of nonhuman
animal and plant life” in order to survive in the disease- and heat-ridden,
unfamiliar ecology of the colonial Americas.22 Prominently, the fetish objects
used in botanical-cosmological religions like Obeah or Vodou, “far from
being wordless or mute, could be conceived as dense interiorities or constella-
tions of force that could store, process, and actualize information and that
were also crucial to the production of the collectivities . . . through which
personhood was articulated.”23 Both interfaces with other bodies and powers
and parts of the self, the knotted packets, medicines, and stones of the nkisi
Nkubuluwove together beings human and other-than-human in an adaptive,
collective resistance to colonial denials of individual personhood. In turn,
these adaptations, no less than the mosquitoes, parasites, swamps, and sun
of the American environment, transformed Europeans’ bodies – and their
minds, as the shaky dependence upon an ontological differentiation from the
colonized and enslaved took hold. Those Africans who embraced the merge
with the natural and supernatural worlds “did not simply resist Anglo-
European colonialism,” Allewaert concludes, “but also undercut its central
assumptions about the organization of human and nonhuman forms.”24

How one approaches reading the environment as an agent in early
America matters not merely because of the high stakes of climate change
on one hand or the always present risk of political and cultural dehumaniza-
tion on the other. Just as in the case of the study of Indigenous or African
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diaspora media forms, or the consideration of sovereignty and agency in
landscape analysis, the study of environmental signaling itself inscribes
cultures, creates communities, even as it proceeds in a way that sometimes
seems to transcend them by looking beyond human concerns. “Perhaps the
big project of the nonhuman turn,” Jane Bennett speculates, “is to find new
techniques, in speech and art and mood, to disclose the participation of
nonhumans in ‘our’ world.”25 In contemplating that formulation, we
might, as a caution cast our minds back to the efforts of Indigenous and
enslaved people to make their voices heard and their feelings felt during the
colonial era – to disclose their participation in ‘their’world. It may be that the
big project has more to do with understanding how our world, even when
we put the phrase in scare quotes, is a persistent colonial fiction, and the
degree to which old techniques of speech, art, and mood might still hold
liberatory – or healthily self-disciplinary – potential for us in an age in
which care of ourselves and care of the planet increasingly seem to merge.

So now: how to read a hole in the ground, or a mountain range, or a tree?
The French philosopher Michel Serres wonders if our insistence on meaning
itself might stand in the way of a rich engagement bothwith reading andwith
the planet. Triggered by a contemplation of the ancient Roman rite of the
mundus cerialis – in which three times a year a pit at the heart of Rome was
opened with the declaration “mundus patet” and offerings made to the gods
of the earth – he declares:

The meaning of the living and the non-meaning of things converge in the
muteness of the world; this meaning and non-meaning plunge there and come
out, the ultimate eddy. Mundus patet: through a fissure, through an opening,
a fault, a cleft come noises, calls as small as these apertures. I’m listening,
attentive, I’m translating, I’m advancing in the scaled-down meaning and
science. Mundus patet: should the world open greatly, it will launch me into
its silence. The totality remains silent.26

“He was running and there was no reason to run but the running itself and
the land and the dawn appearing,”Momaday’s narrator says. Serres encour-
ages us to “think like the mountain; to live like the earth on fire, the fire that
warms with love and consumes with hate: to think like the elements of
a science . . . being born in its totality.”27 Serres, like generations of
Indigenous thinkers, asks that we orient our decoding of the world to the
recognition of the struggle between love and hate at the root of every
communication, that we think in terms less of knowledge than of wisdom.
The mountains may mean particular things to particular people, the holes in
the earth the same. Yet the mountains are also the ancient preservers and
cleansers of water; transformers of weather patterns; the refuge for
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dispossessed people from Araucanian warriors to the maroons of Moore
Town to Wampanoag and Nipmuc families fleeing King Philip’s War. The
beavers of the American northeast changed the course of water and human
history; the insects, armadillos, and coyotes spreading across the continent
into places new to them and disappearing from others will do the same.
Whether that history will be written remains to be seen, as the oceans and
mountains draw closer together. The final step in how to read things not
written down, then, is, sometimes: don’t.
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